
Laboratory Exercise #5 – Optics of Cylindrical Mirrors and Lenses 
 
Purpose: Investigate the properties of mirrors and lenses to aid in the 

comprehension of reflection and refraction, which is necessary to 
understand the way telescopes work. 

 

Part I: Introduction 
Examine the Optical Bench provided, that is, the stand for the optical components in this 
laboratory exercise.  Open the box containing the optical components, and familiarize 
yourself with the various pieces of equipment contained within the box. 
 
Setup for Ray Optics Experiment 
 

 
 

Figure 5.1 
Procedure for Part I 
Set up the equipment as shown in Figure 5.1.  Turn on the Light Source.  The room will 
be darkened so that the light rays will be more easily visible on the Ray Table. 
 
Note: Remember to write the answers to all numbered questions on the Answer 
Sheet at the end of this write-up and turn it in to your instructor. 
 
Observe the light rays on the Ray Table. 
1.) Are the individual rays straight or curved?  
2.) How do the width and distinctness (i.e. sharpness) of each ray vary with its distance 
from the Slit Plate? (Do not move the Slit Plate and Component Holder to answer this 
question.)  
 
Set aside the Viewing Screen and Component Holder for the next step. 
 
Lower your head until you can look along one of the rays of light on the Ray Table. 
Where does the light originate? What path did it take in going from its point of origin to 
your eye? Try this for several rays. 



 
Replace the Viewing Screen and its Holder on the Optical Bench.  Rotate the Slit Plate 
90º to the left or the right.  Rotate it slowly on its Component Holder, as if you were 
turning a knob, until the slits are horizontal.  The Slit Plate should remain flush with the 
Component Holder and the position of the Holder should not be changed.  Observe the 
slit images on the Viewing Screen. 
 
3.) Describe the manner in which the width and the distinctness of the slit images change 
as the angle (i.e. the orientation) of the Slit Plate is changed from vertical to horizontal. 
 
4.) Describe how the distinctness of the images varies with the slit plate angle.  For what 
orientation of the Slit Plate are the images most distinct?  For what orientation are the 
images least distinct? 
 
5.) Explain your answers to question 4 in terms of the straight-line propagation of light 
and the orientation of the Light Bulb filament with respect to the Slit Plate.  Draw a 
diagram illustrating how the width of a single slit image depends on the orientation of 
the Light Bulb filament with respect to the Slit Plate. 
 
Ray Tracing: 
 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Setup for Filament Location (Top View) 
 
You can use the fact that light propagates in a straight line to measure the distance 
between the Light Bulb filament and the center of the Ray Table.  The rays that appear on 
the Ray Table originate from the Light Bulb filament of the Light Source.  Since light 
travels in a straight line, you need only extend the rays backward to locate the position of 
the filament.  
 
Get a piece of blank white paper from your instructor and fold it in half.  Place the paper 
on the Ray Table, with the fold adjacent to the Slit Plate. (See Figure 5.2.)  Make a 
reference mark on the paper at the position of the center of the Ray Table.  Using a pencil 
and the Straightedge provided, trace the rays onto the paper.  Make sure that the Ray 
Table is not too far from the light source.  
 



Remove and unfold the paper.  Use your pencil and the Straightedge to extend each of the 
rays back to a common point of intersection.  Label the position of the filament and the 
center of the Ray Table on your diagram.  Submit your Ray Tracing Diagram with the 
Answer Sheet. 
 
Measure the distance between your reference mark and the point of intersection of the 
rays.  Label this distance M1. 
 
Use the metric scale on the side of the Optical Bench if one is available, otherwise use a 
ruler to measure the distance between the filament and the center of the Ray Table 
directly.  Use Figure 5.2 as a guide.  Label this distance M2. 
 
6.) What is the difference between M1 and M2?  Explain why the two measurements 
should, or should not, be different?  
 
One of the concepts that this experiment illustrates is that light rays can be traced to their 
(apparent) origin.  This concept will prove most useful in the following experiments. 
 
 
Procedure for Part II, Cylindrical Mirrors 
 
The ray tracing technique can be used to locate the image formed by the reflection of 
light rays from any mirrored surface.  Think of the object to be reflected as a collection of 
point sources of light.  For a given point source, light rays diverging from it are reflected 
from the surface of the mirror according to the Law of Reflection.  This law states that 
the angle of the incident (i.e. incoming) ray is equal to the angle of the reflected ray.  The 
angle is measured with respect to a line that is perpendicular to the reflecting surface at 
the point of incidence.  If the reflected rays intersect at a point, then a real image is 
formed at that point.  That point is the focal point.  However, if the reflected rays diverge 
(i.e. spread out), then a virtual image will be formed behind the plane of the mirror.  The 
position of this image can be found by extending the reflected rays back behind the 
surface of the mirror.  The virtual image will appear to be located at the point where the 
extended rays cross.  
 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Setup for Cylindrical Mirror Experiment 
 



In this experiment you will use the Ray Table to examine the properties of image 
formation from a mirrored cylindrical surface.  The properties you will observe have 
important analogs in image formation from concave mirrors that are found in some 
optical (i.e. reflecting) telescopes.   
 
 
Procedure for Part III, Determining Focal Lengths 
 
Set up the equipment as shown in Figure 5.3.  Position the Ray Optics Mirror on the Ray 
Table so that all of the incident rays are reflected from the concave surface of the Mirror. 
 
Adjust the position of the Parallel Ray Lens (i.e. Move the Lens and Component Holder 
forward or back along the Optical Bench) to obtain parallel rays on the Ray Table.  
Adjust the position of the Mirror on the Ray Table until the incident rays are parallel to 
the optical axis of the Mirror.  (See circular inset diagram in Figure 5.3.) 
 
7.) Measure F.L.mirror, the focal length of the Ray Optics Mirror.  (The focal length is the 
distance between the middle of the surface of the mirror and the focal point.) 
 
F.L.mirror = ____________________ 
 
 
Part III: Cylindrical Lens 
You have investigated image formation through the principle of reflection. The principles 
at work in image formation through refraction are analogous, therefore similar ray tracing 
techniques can be used to determine the location of the image.  The Law of Refraction 
replaces the Law of Reflection in determining the change in direction of the incident rays.  
Refraction refers to the change in propagation direction of a light ray when it passes from 
air to a denser medium, such as glass, or when it passes from a relatively denser medium 
to air.  Therefore, the bending of light rays takes place at two surfaces, as the ray passes 
into, and then out of, the lens. 
 
In this experiment, you will use the Ray Table to examine the properties of image 
formation using cylindrical lenses.  The properties you will observe have important 
analogs in image formation for spherical lenses that are found in some optical (i.e. 
refracting) telescopes. 
 
Procedure for Part IV, Cylindrical Lenses 
 
Set up the equipment as shown in Figure 5.4.  Position the Cylindrical Lens on the Ray 
Table so that all of the incident rays hit the flat surface of the lens. 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5.4: Setup for Cylindrical Lens Experiment 
 
8.) Adjust the position of the Parallel Ray Lens as before to obtain parallel rays on the 
Ray Table.  Adjust the Cylindrical Lens so that its flat surface is perpendicular to the 
incident rays and the central ray passes through the Lens without being bent.  Note the 
circular inset diagram in Figure 5.4. 
 
a.) Measure F.L.1.           

 
F.L.1 = ____________________ 
 
b.) Rotate the Cylindrical Lens 180º and measure F.L.2. (See circular inset diagram in 
Figure 5.4.)  
 
F.L.2 = ____________________ 
 
9.) Remove the Parallel Ray Lens and Component Holder.  Remove the Slit Plate from its 
Component Holder.  Set the Holder aside and place the Slit Plate directly on the front of 
the Light Source.  Move the Ray Table and Base close enough to the Light Source so that 
the curved side of the Cylindrical Lens can be positioned a distance F.L.1 from the Light 
Bulb filament.  Describe the refracted rays.  
 
10.) Rotate the Cylindrical Lens 180º and place it on the Ray Table so that its straight 
side is a distance F.L.2 from the Light Bulb filament.  Describe the refracted rays. 
 





Answer Sheet  
To be submitted to your lab instructor. 
 
1.) Are the individual rays straight or curved?  
 
 
2.) How do the width and distinctness (i.e. sharpness) of each ray vary with its distance 
from the Slit Plate?  
 
 
 
 
3.) Describe the manner in which the width and the distinctness of the slit images change 
as the angle (i.e. the orientation) of the Slit Plate is changed from vertical to horizontal. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.) Describe how the distinctness of the images varies with the slit plate angle.  For what 
orientation of the Slit Plate are the images most distinct?  For what orientation are the 
images least distinct? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.) Explain your answers in question 4 in terms of the straight-line propagation of light 
and the orientation of the Light Bulb filament with respect to the Slit Plate.  Draw a 
diagram illustrating how the width of a single slit image depends on the orientation of 
the Light Bulb filament with respect to the Slit Plate. 
 
 
 
 



6.) What is the difference between M1 and M2?  Explain why the two measurements 
should, or should not, be different?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.) Measure F.L.mirror, the focal length of the Ray Optics Mirror. 
 

F.L.mirror = ____________________ 
 
 
 
 
8a.) Measure F.L.1.           

 
F.L.1 = ____________________ 

 
8b.) Measure F.L.2.   
 

F.L.2 = ____________________ 
 
 
9.) Describe the refracted rays.  
 
 
 
 
 
10.) Describe the refracted rays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion: 
 
 
 
 
 


